
HOW  TO  USE  YOUR  NEW

THE BASICS LIFESTYLE SHOPPING
* Ask for help: "Alexa, help." 
* Have a conversation: 
"Alexa, let's chat." 
* Mute or unmute: "Alexa, 
mute" or, "Alexa, unmute." 
* Stop or pause: "Alexa, stop" 
or, "Alexa, shut up." 
* Change volume: "Alexa, set 
the volume to 6," "Alexa, 
louder" or "Alexa, turn 
up/down the volume." 

CALLS

* Add task to to-do list: 
"Alexa, add "go to grocery 
store to my to-do list" 
* Add event to a Calendar: 
"Alexa, add [event] to my 
calendar for [day] at [time] 
* Get a recipe: "Alexa, how do 
I make chicken parmesan?" 
* Convert Units: "Alexa, how 
many [units] are in [units]?" 
* Spelling: "Alexa, spell 
[word] 

TIMERS/DATE

* Reorder essentials from 
Amazon: "Alexa, buy more 
deodorant" or "Alexa, reorder 
deodorant." 
* Track packages from 
Amazon: "Alexa, where's my 
stuff?" or "Alexa, track my 
order." 
* Add an item to your cart: 
"Alexa, add garbage bags to 
my cart." 

MUSIC
* Play music: "Alexa, play 
some music." 
* Play Spotify: "Alexa, play 
[playlist] on Spotify." 
* Play Pandora: "Alexa, play 
[artist] station on Pandora." 
* Play a radio station: "Alexa, 
play [radio station] on 
TuneIn." 
* Play artist: "Alexa, play 
music by [artist]." 

* Set an alarm: "Alexa, set an 
alarm for 7 a.m." 
* Set a repeating alarm: 
"Alexa, set a repeating alarm 
for weekdays at 7 a.m." 
* Set a timer: "Alexa, set a 
timer for 15 minutes." 
* Check timers:: "Alexa, what 
are my timers?" 
* Check dates: "Alexa, when 
is [holiday] this year?" 

* Call another Echo user: 
"Alexa, call [name]." 
* Answer a call: "Alexa, 
answer the call"  
* Hang up: "Alexa, hang up" or 
"Alexa, end the call." 
* Message another Echo user: 
"Alexa, message [name]"  
* Use Drop In on one of your 
own devices: "Alexa, drop in 
on the living room." 

MOVIES/TV
* Find movies in nearby 
theaters: "Alexa, what movies 
are playing?"  
* Get information on movies 
playing: "Alexa, tell me about 
the movie [title]." 
* Get movie quotes: "Give me 
a [movie] quote." 
* Get IMDb rating: "Alexa, 
what is the IMDb rating for
[movie or TV show]?" 

SMART HOME
* Turn lights on or off: "Alexa, 
turn on the lights" 
* Dim the lights: "Alexa, dim 
the lights to 50 percent." 
* Set temperature: "Alexa, set 
the temperature to 72." 
* Lock your doors: "Alexa, 
lock my back door." 
* Discover smart home 
devices: "Alexa, discover my 
devices." 

FUN
* Pick a number: "Alexa, pick 
a number between 1 and 50" 
* Find out the results of your 
favorite teams: "Alexa, give 
me my Sports Update." 
*"Alexa, show me the money 
* "Alexa, I want the truth" 
*Alexa, beam me up" 
*Alexa, play Jeopardy" 
*Alexa, tell me a joke" 
*Alexa, party on, Wayne"


